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A Week Of Debates
Students Vs Administration At Press Conference
By MARY LOUISE PARR IS
Questions and answers about
the present dining hall
procedures, I.D. cards, drinking
in sorority chapter rooms and
student activity fees were
exchanged at the first press
conference of the semester on
Tuesday,
September 21.
President Willett, along with
Dean Heintz, Dr. Dalton, Dr.
Gussett, Mr. Carbone, and Mrs.
Klassen were present to provide
information to the many students
assembled in the Gold Room for
the press conference.
Susann Smith, chairman of
legislative Board, opened the
press conference with recent
legislative Board actions. She
then turned the press conference
over to President Willett.
Dining Hall and ID'S
Most of the discussion at the
press conference centered
around the new dining hall
procedures. President Willett
began by making two statements,
"In terms of dining hall
procedures the change didn't
come about because of
coeducation, but from complaints
about the closing of tables."
President Willett went on to say,
"The cost of food is going up.
We've analyzed the food
operation to see if we could cut
some
of
the
auxiliary
functions...On the other hand,
we've tried to put the correct
costs on the items (of food) taken
out."
On the topic of presenting I.D.
cards to get into the dining hall,
Beth Rafferty asked, "Who but a
Ixuigwood student would eat
there?" President Willett
replied, "You would be amazed
at the number of people who will
come in and eat," referring to
people of various classifications
who had not paid to eat in the
dining hall. This is the main
reason for checking I.D. cards at
the dining hall door.
Some students asked about the
possibilities of going back to the
old system in the dining hall.
President Willett said that we

haven't used the new system long
enough, although he doesn't want
to say we're going to always use
one system or another. Mr.
Carbone said about the old
system, "The major problem was
table-closing...and the set time
for meals." In answer to another
question, Mr. Carbone also said
that the new system is "not
costing anymore money". He did
explain that the two choices of an
entree for lunch had been cut out
because of preparation problems.
Several students brought up the
problem of the new I.D. cards not
being accepted by some stores
when cashing checks. The
absence of a student number or
social security number makes
the I.D. cards invalid in many
situations. President Willett said
that this problem would be taken
care of before the next issuance
of I.D. cards. Mr. Klassen
reminded students that the
proper procedure to follow if you
lose your I.D. is to go to Dean
Heintz's office during weekdays
and to his office on week ends.
Capital Projects and SAFC
President Willett announced
that Dr. Peale is working on a list
of small capital projects around
campus to present before the
Board of Visitors in November.
This list would include changes in
shower facilities of North
Cunningham, possible partioning
of the lower dining hall, and
answering needs in the Lankford
Building. President Willett also
acknowledged the editorial in the
September 21 edition of The
Rotunda. He explained that the
railings on the wall in front of
Curry were state requirements,
whereas the outdoor basketball
court was his idea. He hoped to
move shortly on the Snack Bar
changes but they had to give
consideration to problems with
funding for these changes.
President Willett said that
there is lots of concern about the
accumulations and reserves of
Student Activities Fees. He said a
reserve amount has accumulated
and it could be possible to use

some of this money for the Snack
Bar improvements.
Registration
In answer to the question,
"Was registration this semester
worth the time and trouble,"
President Willett gave a definite
yes. He felt that the process of
fall registration would reduce
substantially the number of
schedule changes, a problem
encountered with the spring preregistrations. Dr. Gussett added
that last year there were around
5,000 schedule changes.While
figures would not be complete
until after October 1, the number
of add-drops for this semester
was nowhere near 5,000.
Drinking
On the subject of drinking
alcoholic beverages in sorority
chapter rooms, President Willett
said, "We need to meet with
sorority representatives to talk
about this." He continued by
saying the administration just
recently received the last of
several communications from
(Continued on Page 8)

It's a time factor.

Carter Vs Ford On Television
By LISA TURNER
President Ford and Jimmy
Carter met last Thursday
evening for the first of three
televised Presidential debates.
While nothing particularly new or
substantial was established, the
debates reached an estimated 100
million viewers, and may have a
telling effect on the outcome of
the November election.
Technically, the debate was
marred only by an embarrassing
28 minute loss of sound, attributed to a faulty connection
somewhere within Philadelphia's
Walnut Street Theater, site of the
first debate.
Ford and Carter differed
sharply on their views of the
American economy. Ford spoke
of his successes at "turning the
economy around" and of his
record — he says he has reduced

OFFICIAL VOTING INFORMATION
The Constitution of Virginia requires that you be registered in the
precinct in which you live in order to be qualified to vote.
In order to be eligible to vote in the General Election to be held on
Tuesday, November 2, 1976, you must register no later than S p.m. on
Saturday, October 2, 1974.

both the unemployment and
inflation rates. He also stated
that the Gross National Product
is up by 6 per cent, and has
promised a balanced budget by
1978.
Carter immediately pointed out
that the Ford administration is
saddled with the largest deficit in
history, more than four times
that of Richard Nixon. He spoke
of the doubling number of
bankruptcies of small businesses,
and the fact that the average
American's take-home pay is less
than that in 1968.
Carter appeared to be
particularly concerned with the
tangled system of United States
bureaucracy, claiming that
responsibility is spread "all over
the government," and that this
leads to a "gross waste of
money." He promised a complete
reorganization of government,
and said that he intends to reduce
the number of federal agencies
from 1900 to 200. He did not,
however, say which agencies will
be cut, nor did he promise to
reduce the number of actual
federal employees. He frequently
cited his reorganization effort as
governor of Georgia.
Ford quickly reported that
Carter's budget as governor had
increased by 50 per cent, and that
Carter's successor had described

the state Medicaid program as
being "a shambles." He also
noted the decrease in the number
of White House staff members
who are working for the
President.
Carter also seemed to be very
concerned with the nation's tax
system, calling it a "welfare
program for the rich." He
suggested that his program
would correct this, noting that "I
don't want to raise taxes, I just
want to make the fair." He
intends to do this partially by
erasing tax loopholes.
Carter also turned his attention
to the question of unemployment,
noting
that
the
Ford
administration is responsible for
the
highest
rates
of
unemployment since the Great
Depression and that "this affects
people." He supports a program
to create jobs, but did not spell it
out.
Ford is expected to veto the
controversial
HumphreyHawkins bill, explaining that its
benefits would not begin early
enough, and that this would
mean dealing with a period of 9-18
months. He is particularly
supportive
of
restricting
government spending, and is
proud of the fact that most of his
(Continued on Page 8)
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Where It
Functions
Best, . .

For Your Information
Opening Dorm 1922 x $17.50
Opening Day
155 x $17.50
■* Opening Dorm 1788 x $17.50
.£ Opening Day
145 x $17.50

•

•

$33,635.50 (^1^ Semester)
2,712.50 l
$31,290.00 (second Semester)
2,537.50
$70,175.50

Subtotal
A

•

Less allowance for Refunds
and Non-collections 51
Total

(3,500.00)
$66,675.50

Summer 1976 - 175 @ $20

$ 3,500.00
$70,175.50

One of the most effective committees at Longwood
College is the Student Activities Fees Committee.
Besides handling most of the money paid by students
as activity fees, it has become highly respected by the
student body. The entire committee is open and willing
to discuss any matters in question with all who will
take the time to ask. In the past several years, it has
come a long way, from a bare existence to a
meaningful and effective tool. The committee fairly
distributes the money that it is allocated among the
vi.riou: organizations, and explains why a particular
group did or did not receive the total amount
requested. There is even an appeals procedure if the
organization disagrees with the committee.
Technically, the Student Activities Fees
Committee is a committee of the college. For the past
several years, however, it has been functioning as a
committee of legislative board. Despite the opinions of
some, there is a large distinction between a committee
of the college and one of legislative board. Being a part
of legislative board allows concerned students to
volunteer to serve on the committee and to be
subsequently elected. It has its own bylaws under the
student government constitution that stipulates who its
members will be, which official will serve as its
advisor, and the length of time each will serve.
Responsibilities of each are spelled out, and there is no
doubt as to who does what or where decisions come
from. A committee of the college, on the other hand, is
appointed by the dean of the college for possibly an
indefinite period of time. Since it is an appointed
committee, it has no constitution as such.
Consequently, the advisors are also appointed by
the dean rather than elected by the committee
members itself. This may be a trivial point to be
concerned about, but how can a committee be expected
in be effective and totally worthwhile when its
members do not campaign to be on it and when it has
no final say-so as to who will advise and work most
closely with it?
Granted, the committee is technically one of the
college. Since it is functioning so well and so effectively
as a committee of legislative board, why not designate
it as such? Don't disband it because of a technicality
and appoint totally new members who are not as
concerned and familiar with its purposes and
functions. The Student Activities Fees Committee is
finally worth the backing and respect of students,
faculty and administration. It is a working committee;
it communicates well with each other and with
1 ongWOOd College, and it knows what it is doing and in
what direction it needs to go. Don't change it now when
it has come so far and has the potential to do so much
good.

Allocated to S.A.F.C.
^Contingency Reserve
Note:

$67,000.00
$ 3,175.50

The following students do not pay the fee:
1.
2.
3.

Graduates.
Special Unclassified (taking less than 12 hours).
Off-Campus enrollment.

+ These figures are estimates based on the assumptions that a number of students do not
return to campus second semester and that a certain percentage of the fees are either not
collected or refunded.
+ The contingency reserve is also an estimated figure. In order for the activities fees
committee to make use of this extra money, it must submit a written request to Dr. Willett.

Commentary

One Man's Opinion About Visitation
"Do I favor extended visitation visitation?" Is it so the individual
hours?" You'd better believe it. I floors can have some privacy or
think they're great if not abused. is it so you don't get the chance to
They can in the longrun help the use the excuse, "I have a poster
students
gain a
better in my room I want to show you"
understanding of each other and and then foreet to come out after
close the social gap at Longwood. seeing it until just before the sun
With this idea stated, I can't help comes up; or is it so you just don't
but think, "What are the real have to worry about guests from
reasons for having limited off campus running about in the
dorms to 6 a.m. Sunday morning?
(After all, the campus is not
under the same restrictions as
are the dorms so take your guest
outside.)
I look at these three reasons
and laugh. Isn't longer visitation
just a way of extending the time
period that the visitors have
ii*
before they can look at their
watch and say, "Oh well, I should
be leaving but so what. It won't
hurt to stay."
Don't take me wrong.
Extended visitation is a good
EDITOR
ADVERTISING
thing if not abused and when
Ellen Cassada
abused, I'm not saying everyone
Betty Vaughan
does so. Actually, this problem is
Debbie Campbell
BUSINESS MANAGER
up to your hall presidents to solve
Sally Graham
TYPISTS
and take care of unless he-she is
SPORTS EDITOR
Wanda Blount
involved. If this is the case, with
Debbie Northern
| Margaret Hammersley
no enforcement of the ruler, why
not just make it a 24 hour open
HEADLINES
PHOTOGRAPHY
house on week ends.
Maureen Hanley
DeeClemmer
I was recently at the University
Anne Carter Stephens
Lori Felland
of Maryland where this was the
CIRCULATION
George Bennett
policy in the sorority house I
Lexie McVey
Teri Dunivant
stayed the night in. My friend and
I both had to stay on our guard so
we wouldn't get "caught with our
REPORTERS: Jo Leili, Lisa Smith, Donna
pants
down" if you'll pardon the
Hasky, Thomas Hawke, Sandy Haga, Anita
pun.
Rivard9Sheryle Smith, Karen Shelton, Anita
As a result; to try to avoid
Crutchfield, Debbie Northern, Dianne Har"getting caught" at our dorm the
president
on my hall has been
wood, Storm Topping, Maureen Hanley, Mary
cracking down lately and the
Louise Parris, Margaret Hammersley, Lisa
incidents have been cut down to a
Turner
minimum but not completely
Published weekly during the college year except during holidays and examination
stopped.
It's still not uncommon
periods by the students ot Longwood College, Farmville, Virginia.
to be under the impression that
Represented tor national advertising by National Education Advertising Services,
its a week day and have a person
Inc Printed by The Farmville Herald
of the opposite sex who just
All letters to the editor and articles must be turned in to THE ROTUNDA ottice by
walked on your hall say, "To me
Friday night preceding the Wednesday they are to be published Exceptions will be
everyday
is Saturday man!" As a
determined by the editor
matter of fact, last Monday at 7
Opinions expressed are those ot the weekly editorial board and its columnists and do
p.m., Bill Breeden was coming
not necessarily reflect the views of the student body or the administration.
out of the shower and...

By THOMAS HAWKE
Within the last week or so the
upper classmen voted for their
residence
hall
visitation
priviliges. Sooner or later the
Freshmen will get their chance
and I mention this because it ties
in directly with my opinion
concerning the change of hours.
I^t me get directly to the point.

THE ROTUNDA^,
Established 1920
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S-UN Outdoor Concert Oct. 2 At Estates:
Rosewater Blue And T & M Express
There's going to be a concert at
I-ongwood Estates October 2
featuring the mellow sounds of
the T & M Express duo, Tim York
and Michael Hawthorne and the
diverse and lyrical music of
"Rosewater Blue."
Tim York and Michael
Hawthorne, both natives of
Texas, who've been described as
.. . "two Texas-accented, guitarplaying troubadours with warm,
jazzy voices," . . . have been
playing together for about two
years now. Their music has been
described as . . . "secrets —
shared by those who had heard
them . . .", and their
entertainment as ... "spring-day
fresh, earnest and articulate."
Their music is a combination of
folk and rock, blues and jazz
that's been warmly received
wherever they go.
Michael Hawthorne has been
called a . . . "gifted writer" . . .
whose music stems from a
classical' background. He was a
winner in the 1974 American Song
Festival when his song, "Convict
Hill" won in the Amateur Folk
Song division. "The song is based
on a true story of a road gang of
convicts ..." and he was
awarded $5,000 for it.
Tom York . . . "the bulwark of
the Express vocal talent" ... has
a "Neil Youngish" voice that has
been described as "the sweeter of
the two." Some of his composures
include "Where the Eagles Fly"
and "Elizabeth."
Both Hawthorne and York
presently reside in Columbus.

Bradley Fields
Gives Show
By ANNE CARTER STEPHENS
Floating ladies, magic wands,
disappearing coins and trunks
locked up with people inside
them, are all in the world of
magic. And the world of magic
contains Bradley Fields.
This red-haired, green eyed
magician performed Tuesday
night in Jarman Auditorium.
Earlier that afternoon, he
conducted a free workshop in
Ixinkford for anyone interested in
attending. He showed some of his
basic tricks which he uses while
on tour, and gave his audience a
chance to ask any questions.
During his performance Tuesday
night, he presented (with the help
of two assistants) such classics
as "Levitation" (floating a lady
in mid-air), pulling objects out of
a hat and some of his own original
fantasies.
To him, magic is something he
never got interested in. The
enthusiasm and determination
was always there. He said "I've
always been interested in magic.
There isn't a time I can
remember when I wasn't." He
was born and reared in New
York, and at the age of 14, worked
as an assistant to a professional
magician. Later he decided to
become a magician, and went to
Paris to study Mime with Etienne
DeCroux. Since then, he has
toured England, Italy and
France, and was the star of a
T.V. special aired on national
television in France. Currently
he is traveling across the U.S.
performing at clubs and
universities, and he now teaches
magic at New York State
University at Purchase.

Paul Thorson, SingerComposer, To Perform Here
Paul Thorson, a singercomposer, will perform at 8:00
p.m. on October 5 in the Gold
Room. The program is free and
open to the public.
Paul received a bachelor's
degree in music performance in
1970 from Wayne State College,
Wayne, Nebraska. Since then, he
has toured high school and
college campuses with Campus
Crusade for Christ's music
ministry, first as part of the
Great Commission Company and
now as a soloist.
"I found an answer to
aimlessness and confusion
through a relationship with Jesus
Christ," Paul said. "Now I want
to use music to communicate that
answer to other people and the
joy that He brings."
Paul, whose performance
consists primarily of his own
compositions, sings soft rock
while accompanying himself on
the piano.
Campus Crusade for Christ is
an interdenominational Christian
movement composed of students
and laymen who have united to

help change the world in this
generation through telling others
about Jesus Christ.
Begun in 1951 on the UCIA
campus by Bill and Vonette
Bright, the movement now
consists of more than 4,000 staff
members in 68 countries.

P

SNACK BAR
SPECIAL
Shrimp Basket
App. 21 Shrimp
With French Fries

$

2.00

OCT. 410

"Rosewater Blue," formed by
the musical talents of Michael
Beasley, Jerry Zanolski, Mark
Wittman and Chick Cusick,
originated "three years ago in
Florida when three musicians
along with some friends sat down
and discussed the concept of what
is the evolving music of
Rosewater Blue." Their music
includes original compositions
"Take It Slowly" and "Give
Yourself Away"; and other more
well known songs such as "Hey
Jude" and "When Will 1 Be

r&m

Ix)ved?" Each member of the
group combines his unique
individual talents to form a sound
that . . . "combines harmonizing
vocals with a variety of
instruments" . . . which . . .
"create a unique air of moods
and feelings for their listeners."
October 2nd's outdoor concert at
Ixmgwood Estates is one you
won't want to miss. It will begin
at 7:30 lasting till 10:00. Beer and
cokes will be sold. Student tickets
are $1.00. guest tickets. $2.00
each. So bring a friend.

KXPRKSS

Oktoberfest Meisters;
Klowns Announced
By SANDY HAGA
On September 20, the klowns. ushers, and meisters for
Oktoberfest were announced at a Geist assembly.
It was an exciting event which began with clapping, German
music, and candy distributed by Geist members dressed as Klowns.
Next, the audience saw slides of last year's Oktoberfest and following
this Mabel Day announced the names of 21 girls who will serve as
Klowns: Elizabeth Gilbert, Sue Morris, Kim Burpee, Colleen Russell,
Bebe Cole, Debbie Sulliver, Kathy Cougar, Cindy Morris, Drde
Kilpatrick, Mary Kay Polk, Kim McCanna, Rosalind Crenshaw. Robin
Boynt, Lynn Mayberry, Terry Johnson, Linda Wovitt, Ann Mane
Morgan, Darlene McGoin, Carol Iiwis, Diane Connolly, and Carolyn
Foster.
Michelle Nealon then announced the names of the ushers:
Freshmen — Bill Breedon and Kathy Dolan: Sophomores, Ann
Johnson and Dianne Harwood: Juniors, Donna I/>we and Sue Rama:
Seniors, Dee Matthews and Susann Smith.
The climax of the evening was the announcement of the
Oktoberfest Court. The three girls who were named meisters are
Becky Ruck sophomore, Renny Bruno junior, and Shelby Shelton
senior. Becky will serve as Mittenmeister or Midway Marshall;
Renny will serve as Feistmeister or Mistress of Ceremonies; and
Shelby will be the Geistmeister or Mistress of Spirit.
Becky is a recreational therapy major from Springfield, Virginia.
She has worked with the Student Union and served as a Colleague.
Renny is a biology and pre-med. major from Drexel Hill,
Pennsylvania. She has worked on the Oktoberfest float committee and
is co-editor of the yearbook. She is a member of the Granddaughters
Club and the Outdoor Recreation Club. Renny has been a Colleague
and she is a member of Alpha Sigma Tau.
Shelby Shelton is a music major from Hurt, Virginia. She has been
a member of the Camerata and Madrigal singers. Shelby has also
served as president of the Concert Choir.
Skit practice is under way and the Meisters and Ushers are
practicing their dances.
The festivities will start October 15 with the skits at 7:30 in
Jarman. Tickets will cost 50c. Following the skits, there will be a beer
and pretzel party sponsored by Kappa Delta Pi. On Saturday, there
will be an art auction exhibit from 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m. Alumnae art
majors will make donations and money made from the art will be used
as a scholarship for a student in the art department. A german
smorgasboard picnic will be served from 11:30 a.m. — 1:30 p.m. At
1:15 p.m. there will be a choir concert in Jarman. The Midway will
open at 2:00 and the Ixmgwood Band will be there to play German
music. From 2:00-5:00 there will be booths, an H20 show, a one-act
play, JV and varsity hockey games. From 5:15-6:30 dinner will be
served. Skits are at 7:30 in Jarman and tickets will cost $1.00. After the
skits, there will be an Alumni Chi Walk on the Colonnade followed by
the Cake Cutting in the downstairs dining hall.
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Suicide: Concoctions
A Major Cause Of DeathTheories, Types, Causes
Suicide, defined as the
voluntary taking of one's life, is a
foremost cause of death in the
United States. Many sociologists
have theorized on the rates,
reasons and types of suicides.
Results of most studies
conclude that more men commit
suicide than women, on a ratio of
three to one, although three times
as many women attempt suicide
unsuccessfully. The chance of
suicide is increased with age. The
fourth highest cause of death
among both men and women,
between the ages of 25 to 44, is
suicide.
Concerning religion, the
highest rate of suicide is found in
the Protestant sector. Members
of the Catholic faith are less
likely to commit suicide because
th y consider it a mortal sin. The
Jews have the lowest number
because Judaism is not only a
religion, but a sub-society.
A sociologist, Emile Durkheim,
divides suicide into three areas:
egotistic, anomic and altruistic.
The egotistic suicide is caused by
an individual's lack of
participation in groups. For
example, an aged individual may
commit suicide because of an
abrupt decrease in participation
in such areas as jobs or
community activities. Another
example is the freshman
experience at college.
Anomic suicide is a result of a
person having no guidelines to
live by. due to some change in his
life. A suicide prevention center
in Detroit, Michigan, received a
phone call from a woman
inquiring about help for her son.
The woman had been widowed
three years earlier and was
concerned because her son had
not fully accepted the death of his
father. She was concerned about
her son's depression and requested a referral to his school's
mental health clinic. She gave
no signs as to any problems
concerning herself. The center
made the request and then called
the woman back for verification.
Immediately after talking with
the center, the woman committed
suicide Another example is the
business man who loses his job.
Because of the insurance
annuity, he feels more valuable
to his family dead.
The third type of suicide,
altruistic, involves an individual
who is controlled by a group. One
example is the Kamikaze Pilot. A
few recent suicides have been attributed to Moon's Unification
Church.
A useful factor to consider
suicide is attempted suicide.
Attempted suicide can be divided

into two categories: the serious
attempt, which is a person
stopped only by an incident which
should not have happened; the
non-serious attempt, where the
person is hoping to be saved.
The person hoping to be saved
will take extra precautions to
avoid death. Such is the case of a
man over 60 years who planned
his suicide so that a daughter
would find him before he died.
There are cases where the 'plan'
backfires, so that the individual
must ask for help. An example of
this is the young girl, who slit her
wrist and waited When it
became apparent that she would
not be rescued, she struggled to a
phone and called for help.
There are various reasons for
attempting suicide. The person
who wants to be saved commits
the act because of some problem
or desire. These include letting
someone know that there is
something wrong, i.e., an
unconscious call for assistance.
This is exemplified in the person
who feels he would not be taken
seriously if he merely asked for
help. Also, persons who try to
acquire help but are not heard.
Another reason for attempting
suicide is manipulation. An
example of this is in a marriage
situation where the wife attempts
to gain her way' by threatening
suicide.
Many attempt suicide to
encourage attention. A child who
feels that the parents 'do not
care,' may attempt suicide to
receive this love. This car. also be
seen in a person who feels that
their loved one is slipping away.
Self-punishment is also a
reason for attempted suicide. A
person may feel that he or she is
the sole cause for something and
that the only resolve is suicide.
Pure frustration is a common
cause. The person may be
extremely exhausted mentally,
physically, and feels the only
relief is rest; although death is
not usually the result sought
after.
Usually an attempted suicide is
a signal of some problem or
desire. If the problem is not
resolved the person is capable to
try again and succeed. In a study,
it was found that of those who had
committed suicide a large
number had attempted at least
once before. Perhaps even a
greater tragedy is that a large
number who only want to attempt
succeed
because
of
miscalculation.
A great majority of individuals
at one time or another reach a
crisis point when suicide is
considered. Fortunately most of
these crises pass. It is only in

Information for this article was acquired from LIFE
magazine, BULLETIN OF SUICIDOLOGY, AMERICAN
JOURNAL OF NURSING, NEW YORK TIMES and
ADOLESCENT SUICIDE: THE INDIVIDUAL a paper by
Kathy Hooper.

those extended or recurring
depressions that suicide appears
to be the only way out.
With an increasing concern in
humanitarianism there is a large
growth of crisis centers or "hot
lines." Most of these agencies are
staffed by volunteers with access
to a professional. The volunteers
are given a thorough training in
all possible contacts.
The usual procedure when a
caller threatens suicide is simple.
The aide should stay calm, speak
in a low voice and try to keep the
caller on the line as long as
possible. Most callers do not wish
to actually commit the act; so the
aide can usually keep the caller
talking until the momentary
problem is close to resolve.
The best determinant as to the
seriousness of the individual is
whether or not there is a plan. If
there is a plan the aide asks if the
person has the weapon in the
room. For instance, if the person
says he's going to shoot himself,
the aide asks what kind of gun he
has. If the caller will not answer,
the aide can be fairly sure that
there is no gun. There are some
callers who are more than willing
to describe the make and even
click the gun in the phone.
Once the aide has gotten the
caller to talk freely, the next step
is to resolve the problem or refer
the caller to the proper person for
help. Although there have been
cases where the caller goes
through with the act, a far
greater number have been talked
out of it. These agencies provide
the "listening ear" that most
attempters desire.

Gallop Poll
Results Show
Moral Beliefs
In a recent Gallup Poll Survey,
51 per cent of the Americans
polled believed it is morally
wrong for a person to commit
suicide. There were no
exceptions, even when a person is
in great pain, with no hope of
improvement, it was still
considered wrong. 41 per cent
polled disagreed. 53 per cent,
however, felt that an individual
did not have the moral right to
end his life when he had an
incurable disease. 40 per cent felt
that he had the right. 72 per cent
were opposed to someone taking
his life because he felt that he
was a burden on the family, while
20 per cent felt that he had the
right.
The Poll also showed
differences of attitude depending
on age. Of those interviewed
between the ages of 18 to 29 (with
or without a college education),
more than one-half believed that
a person had the moral right to
terminate his life while suffering
great pain and terminal illness.
Fewer than 30 per cent, however,
felt that being a heavy burden on
the family was reason enough to
commit suicide.
This survey was conducted
between April 4-7, 1975, and was
based on interviews with 1,535
adults in 3,000 locations.
- New York Time* — May 4,1975

About School
He always wanted to say things. But no one understood.
He always wanted to explain things. But no one cared.
So he drew.
Sometimes he would just draw and it wasn't anything. He
wanted to carve it in stone or write it in the sky.
He would lie out on the grass and look up in the sky and it would
be only him and sky and the things inside that needed saying.
And it was after that, that he draw the picture. It was a beautiful
picture. He kept it under the pillow and would let no one see it.
And he would look at it every night and think about. And when it
was dark and his eyes were closed, he could still see it.
And it was all of him. And he loved it.
When he started school he brought it with him. Not to show to anyone but just to have it with him like a friend.
It was funny about school.
He sat in a square, brown desk like all the other square brown desks
and he thought it should be red.
And his room was a square, brown room. Like all the other rooms.
And it was tight and close. And stiff.
He hated to hold the pencil and chalk, with his arm stiff, and his feet
flat on the floor, stiff, with the teacher watching and watching.
And then he had to write numbers. And they weren't anything. They
were worse than the letters that could be something if you put
them together.
And the numbers were tight and square and he hated the whole thing.
The teacher came and spoke to him. She told him to wear a tie
like all the other boys. He said he didn't like them and
she said it didn't matter.
After that they drew. And he drew all yellow and it was the way
he felt about morning.
And it was beautiful.
The teacher came and smiled at him. "What's this?" she asked.
"Why don't you draw something like Ken's drawing? Isn't
that beautiful?"
It was all questions.
After that his mother bought him a tie and he always drew airplanes
And rocket ships like everyone else.
And he threw the old picture away.
And when he lay out alone looking at the sky it was big and blue and
all of everything, but he wasn't anymore.
He was square inside and brown and his hands were stiff and he was
like anyone else. And the thing inside him that needed
saying didn't need saying anymore.
It had stopped pushing. It was crushed. Stiff.
Like everything else.
(This poem was turned into a teacher in Regina, Saskatchewan, by a
senior in high school. Although it is not known if he actually wrote it
himself, it is known that he committed suicide a few weeks later.)

Student Suicides . • .
"Jump!" some students
shouted playfully to the
young man on the roof of the 28-story U. of
Massachusetts Library. He returned the shouts
and dropped some model rocket engines that
sounded like firecrackers on them He then
took a running leap and plunged 286 feet to
his death, the forth suicide there in two
years.
Four suicides in two years is about average for a campus the size of the U. of Massachusetts according to a 1968 study by Dana
L. Farnsworth, "Psychiatry, Education and
the Young Adult." The study estimates that
on a 10,000-student campus:
* * *
1,000 students will have emotional conflicts severe enough to warrent professional help;
* * *
100 to 200 will become apathetic and
unable to organize their efforts;
* * *
15 to 25 will become ill enough to require treatment in a mental hospital;
* * *
5 to 20 will attempt suicide, and 1 to
3 will succeed.
Other studies show that the rate of suicides among young people is less than among
older people, but it is second only to accidental death as a cause of death in the
college age group. Each year 10,000 college
students in the U.S. try suicide; 1,000
succeed.
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By Susann Smith
And
Ann Saunders

Of Self- Failure
Suicidal Attempt Revealed
In LC Student Interview
This is a factual interview with a tangwood student. She was 16
years old at the time of her first attempt; white, middle-class and
Presbyterian. Both of her parents were living at the time.
HOW DID YOU TRY TO COMMIT SUICIDE?
"I took an overdose of pills."
WHAT TYPES OF PILLS?
"Various types. I got them out of the medicine chest and took
them when I got home from school."
WHO FOUND YOU?
"My Mom found me unconscious and took me to the hospital.
When I got there, they pumped my stomach out."
WHY?
"Well, you know how it is when you're 16.1 was having problems
with my peers and was disappointed with myself. Plus, I was having
guy problems.. .the relationship wasn't going as I thought it should. I
guess the culmination was the fact that I found out that my Dad was
having an affair. It kind of racked up my brain, ya know?"

HAD YOU EVER THOUGHT ABOUT IT BEFORE?
"Yeah, I had a whole list of poems that I'd written before, during
and after. One time I was going to slit my wrist but I didn't."
WHAT MADE YOU FINALLY GO AND TAKE THE PILLS?
"The fact that I was going to try it before and didn't. I got really
upset and then suddenly felt peaceful and thought 'what the hell' and
did it."
WHAT WAS YOUR PARENTS REACTION?
"My Dad doesn't know still. My Mom is the only one that knows.
She didn't think my Dad could take it because his uncle was dying and
she didn't want to add to his lot of problems."
DID YOU SEEK HELP AFTER THIS?
"Yes, I went to an analyst."

FOR YOUR INFORMATION

The Golden Gate Bridge in San Francisco, California has the highest
suicide rate of any place in the entire Western World. At last count, 546
people met their death after jumping off this bridge. Plans are now being
considered to construct a $1,000,000 anti-suicidal barrier to alleviate the
problem.

FOR HOW LONG?
"Three months. I stopped on my own because he wasn't doing me
much good. It was a free clinic and I had to drive quite a ways to get to
it. A friend at school — who was a teacher — helped me more."
DID YOU TRY TO CONTACT ANYONE
BEFORE YOU TOOK THE PILLS?
"No."
DID YOU LEAVE ANY NOTES?
'No."
HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT ABOUT TRYING IT AGAIN?
"I contemplated jumping off the roof when I was a freshman."
WHY?
"A number of reasons. I guess you could say I had the Freshman
Syndrome and plus I was physically ill. I couldn't cope with the pain
and I was being hassled by everyone."
WHAT STOPPED YOU?
**A person stopped me when I was on the roof. I don't think I would
have gone through with it this time, though. I was 18 and I didn't get
that same gut feeling that I had right before I tried it when I was 16.
This time, I think I WANTED someone to stop me."
WHAT DD3 THIS PERSON TELL YOU?
'The regular stuff... that I had a good reason to live and a lot to live
for. A lot of reinforcement, stuff I wanted to hear."
DO YOU THINK YOU WOULD EVER TRY IT AGAIN?
"No, now I can deal with my problems."
HOW DO YOU FEEL ABOUT SUICIDE NOW?
"I think it's wrong. I mean, there's a whole world out here and you
just can't cut yourself out. God has a reason for your being here."
IF YOU FOUND OUT SOMEONE YOU KNEW WAS
CONTEMPLATING SUICIDE NOW, WHAT WOULD YOU TELL
THEM?
"I'd ask them to give me three good reasons why. Usually they
can't. Then I'd give them positive reinforcement. I think most people
want someone to talk them out of it."
WHAT DO YOU THINK IS THE BIGGEST CAUSE OF SUICD3E?
v»
"Self failure or concoctions of self failure.

THE FOLLOWING ARE PLACES TO CALL FOR INFORMATION,
HELP OR REFERRALS:
CRISIS INTERVENTION PROJECT
603 W. Groce St.
Richmond, Vo.
648-9224
YOUTH EMERGENCY SERVICE
644-2626
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Day Center Provides Child Care,
Learning Experiences For Students
By LISA SMITH
The Day Care Center in
Farmville was founded in August
of 1975 when a group of interested
and concerned parents saw the
need for a type of child care for
the children of the community
other than a strictly babysitting
service. From this interest grew
the reality of a Day Care Center
that would offer a learning
environment plus the satisfaction
of competent care being given to
the children.
Dr. Richard J. Aubry,
Administrator for the Day Care
Center and professor of
Education at IiOngwood College,
commented that there has been
"basically very good response." Businesses of the
community of Farmville have
donated financial assistance, and
several companies have donated
equipment and supplies The Day
Care Center is licensed by the
State of Virginia, and meets all
the health regulations set up. The
Center serves a hot meal once a
day with two snacks during the
day. The center also requires
minimal tuition and holds fund
raising activities such as dances,
doughnut sales, and raffles in an
effort to meet the expenses.
In the past the Panhellenic
Council of Ixmgwood College has
sponsored the Day Care Center,

and contributed their time and
energies to help the Center with
anything that might need to be
done. Two girls from various
sororities went each week, and
not only kept the children
occupied but also made curtains
and painted for them. This is one
of the assets of a center of this
kind being so close to a college.
"One of the ways we've improved
is having Longwood College
there", stated Dr. Aubry. It gives
students a chance to try out new
learning centers, observe child
behavior, and most especially a
chance to gain experience
working with children of all races
and backgrounds. "The Center
provides a vehicle for children to
learn how to work together",
says Dr. Aubry "Children at this
age don't really know the
meaning of prejudice". This is
clearly reflected in a visit to the
Center. These children are
learning to play together, learn
together, and share many of the
same common interests. For the
staff worker, the student
volunteer, or a visitor to the
Center, this is a rewarding sight.
Jeanne Schiel, a Ixmgwood
student and Day Care Center
worker, says this opportunity
provides a "good chance to work
with kids". The Center is unique
in that the situation is "not an

Republican Club Plans
Activities Campaign
They are in favor of private
enterprize as well as a limited
government. By this most of the
power will be strongest in the
local area while the Federal
government will have less power.
Generally the Republican Party
operates on a conservative level.
While the Club does represent a
political facet on campus, it is not
"all serious business," says
Karen. They plan to have guest
speakers, picnics and an
opportunity for students to get to
meet others. The Club simply
gives the student a chance to be
"playing a role in your
government" states Karen.
Since the work is volunteer, the
time spent working in the club is
up to the individual. The club will
work however, with the Senior
Campaign in the area for the
Presidential election and for
future elections. The meetings
are open, welcoming any and
every interested student. This
the freshman drama major and year promises to be a very
those students certifying in exciting one, so think about your
drama to acquire practical government.
experience in Set Construction.
Currently the stagecraft class is
building the tri-leveled set which
WELCOME TO
Mr. Emerson has designed for
the upcoming Ixmgwood Player's
ALL STUDENTS
Production of TWELFTH
NIGHT.
Mr. Emerson will design all of
Come see ear
the Ixmgwood Player's Major
Productions, including THE
new line ef Trifari
GLASS MENAGERIE, which
and Napier jewelry
will be presf ked in early
November. Although plans are
still incomplete. Mr. Emerson
says that he hopes for the set to
be fragmented, or without walls,
and primarily using levels and
platforms.
In the meantime, the
construction of the TWELFTH
NIGHT set goes on, thanks to the
stagecraft class, and of course,
Mr. Emerson.

By LISA SMITH
The College Republican Club
has started off this year with a
number of plans. According to
Karen Kimbrough, Chairman,
the Duroose of the Club is to
"function as a Republican
Party on campus, to assist
students in voter registration,
and to campaign both for the
college and community". The
most immediate purpose is to get
the students to register and be
able to vote on an absentee ballot.
Plans are being made to set up
tables in the New Smoker for
absentee ballots.
There are several issues that
the Republican Party signifies
that students should be aware of.

Ben Emerson, Technical Director
Joins Longwood Drama Staff
By TRISH HOWLAND
The Department of Speech and
Dramatic Arts proudly presents
the newest addition to its staff,
Mr. Hen Emerson. A native
Virginian, and more than
knowledgeable in the field of
technical theatre, Mr. Emerson
joined the 1976 Ixmgwood Faculty
with an impressive list of credentials; among these include
a masters degree in technical
theatre from the University of
Richmond, where he served as
resident technical director for
QM year, and an undergraduate
degree also from the University
of Richmond.
Not only has Mr. Emerson
worked on U. of R. productions A
VIEW FROM THE BRIDGE,
HOSTAGE. MANDRAGUIA as
well as many others, he has also
worked several individual
theatres, and taught theatre

classes at VCU. The past
summer, Mr. Emerson spent as
the resident technical director at
FanFare '76, an outdoor theatre
in Richmond. There, he designed
the production of DARK AT THE
TOP OF THE STAIRS, and he
manned the construction of
WEST SIDE STORY, and A
RAISIN IN THE SUN.
Commuting
daily
from
Richmond where he and his wife,
Nancy, live, Mr. Emerson is
'amazed at how slowly traffic
moves" in Farmville. He admits
that the college community is a
"friendly place," but he was
initially and remains amazed at
the slower pt.ee of Farmville as a
whole.
Along with the speech and
introduction to Drama classes,
Mr. Emerson is teaching what
was once called
"Play
Production" and is now called
"Stagecraft." It is designed for

nu

ideal situation." These children
do not have many of the
advantages common to higher
socioeconomic families, and the
work is more of a challenge. The
predominant age group for the
Center is 3, 4 and 5 year olds;
however it is open to children of 2
through 7 years of age. Dr. Aubry
commented on the fact that for
this age group "simple routines
like walking in line, sharing
paints and crayons, and eating
with others" are some of the
main functions stressed.
One of the prime supporters of
the Center is its Director, Mrs.
Bobbie Scott. Mrs. Scott is
dedicated to helping meet these
children's needs and is concerned
with not only working with the
children, but in keeping the
parents informed. Mrs. Scott
recently attended workshops in
Stanford, Conn, to better prepare
her to fulfill the needs of both
parent and child.
Dr. Aubry also commented that
he has been "pleased and
gratified at the cooperation of
both the community and
Ixmgwood College." For him it
has meant a lot of hard work, but
the knowledge gained in the
operation of a business will be
invaluable.
The center is only one example
of the way in which joined forces
and positive thinking on the part
of people such as Dr. Aubry, Mrs.
Scott, and members of the
community can turn an idea into
a worthwhile and beneficial
cause. Children are one of the
best possible reasons for pulling
resources together and investing
time and interest.

Study Seminars
Emphasize Tips
By SHERYLE SMITH
Improving study habits is to be
the purpose of the How To Study
Seminars being conducted by Dr.
Lehmann. Dr. Harris, and Dean
Swann.
Anyone who wishes to improve
his study habits is encouraged
to attend these seminars in
Hiner B-4 during the following
dates. Beginning on Monday,
October 4, the seminars will be
held through November 11.
Mondays: October 4-November
8 - 2:00-3:00
Tuesdays:
October
5November 9 — 3:15-4.15
Thursdays:
October
7November 11-4:00-5:00
Anyone wishing to attend these
seminars should sign the list on
the hall bulletin board across
from the office of the Dean of
Students. There will be a
maximum of 25 students per
group. If anyone wishes to attend
these seminars, but has a
conflicting schedule, please see
Dr. Jan Harris.
Good study habits will be
emphasized. Also, the methods of
note taking, outlining, and
reviewing will be introduced. In
addition, proper techniques will
be given for writing a research
paper and preparing for an
exam. Dean Harris said, "Tips
from these seminars will enable
students to put together a good
study program." By attending
these seminars, a student can
learn how to study productively.
Dr. Harris also urges anyone
who needs help or wants to
improve his study skills to attend
these seminars.
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Hockey Team Splits
Opening Week
ByDIANNEHARWOOD
Well folks, another hockey
season is in full swing and I for
one am excited. The girls opened
their season Monday against
Lynchburg and they looked
sharp. New uniforms made our
million dollar team like a million
and one. And they played like it.
By the way, they won, 4-1.
Coach Sally Custer was pleased
with
her
squads
first
performance. "Experience was
one of our key factors. The girls
are seasoned players and work
well together. The team
displayed a special cohesivenessthat
which
comes from good conditioning
and the universal desire to win".
Forward Terry Voit was up to
her old antics again by scoring all
four Longwood goals. Terry is a
very fluid player; the type of
person you like to watch in home
movies (in reverse). Another big
plus for the IX squad was the
return of junior Scottie Capehart.
After sitting out last season,
Scottie has returned to her center

L. C. Professor
Publishes Work
ByJOLEIU
Mr. Joseph B. Law, assistant
Professor
of
Chemistry,
presented a paper entitled "The
Measurement of High Gamma
Base Rates by Conversion —
Electron Counting" at the U. S.
Energy Research and Development Administration Symposium on Gamma- and - X-Ray
Sources and Applications, held in
Ann Arbor, Michigan, during the
summer. This paper appears now
in the Proceedings of the
Symposium
published
in
September, 1975. The research
resulting in this publication was
supported jointly by a grant
awarded to Professor Law by the
Sigma Xi Scientific Research
Society, and The Virginia
Academy of Science. This work
was done at the Atomic Reactor
Facility at the University of
Virginia.
The advantages of this method
of conversion electron counting:
1. The measurement is not
affected by a temperature
change.
2. The measurement is not
affected by the presence of
impurities in the dosimeter.
3. There is not an upper Limit
of Gamma Base Rate or
Exposure, while all other
chemical dosimetric systems
have limits.
4. This method is far more
sensitive than any other
photonuclear method.
This is the twelfth publication
authored by Mr. Law since he
joined the Ixmgwood Faculty in
1966. As a result of his research
achievements and his publication
record, his name is listed in "Who
Is Publishing in Science." He was
the Treasurer of the Iengwood Hampden-Sydney Sigma Xi Club
for 1975-76.

FINE JEWELRY
WATCH REPAIR
ENGRAVING

Cumbey
Jewelers
FARMVILLE. VIRGINIA
Your ArtCarved
Diamond Center

halfback position and is the
backbone of the defense.
But the game is not all peaches
and cream. The Longwood squad
lost their second contest to
Westhampton 1-0. An improved
Westhampton
squad
outmaneuvered the lagging LC
offense and scored twelve
minutes into the second half.
Longwood just could nol
substanciate a drive and
penetrate into Westhampton's
striking circle. But we all have
bad days. An impressive
performance was displayed by
goalie Jane Grier who stopped
eighteen shots on goal.
As an extra feature, two new
ideas will be incorporated into
future hockey articles. One will
be a player spotlight. Eacn week
one player will be totally
embarrased by a report on her
excellent performance the
preceding week. The second
feature is called "The Sally
Custer Quip". Coach Custer,
being of unusually humorous wit,
has agreed to come up with one
catchy phrase each week. Are we
ready? Here we go. The first
quip: "Valley Forge might have
frozen the Washington brigade,
but the Longwood Legion's
ability to fire up will negate
history this November of 76".
Speaking of being in a mood of
high exhilaration, I must say that
I have never been more excited
and more impressed with a junior
varsity squad. For fourteen girls
who have never seen each other
or played as a team, I think they
deserved a second look. They
played with the maturity ot an
established
squad;
they
abolished the Lunchburg team 80. Junior linda Baumler scored
four of those goals, followed by
Debbie Kinzel with two, Linda
Crovatt and Kim Furbee with
one each. Says Coach Custer: "I
was extremely pleased with their
performance. This was the first
time most of the girls have
played our particular system,
and they kept their cool".
The JV's also took a 3-1
decision over the Westhampton
JV's. Suzanne Ash, Linda
Crovatt, and Debbie Kinzel each
tallied a goal for Longwood. "The
second team has great
potential," states Ms. Custer,
"each person is so versital; each
one could play a number of
positions". I think they will do
just fine.

Legislative Board
Meeting Held
By MARY LOUISE PARRIS
legislative Board met briefly
on September 20 in South
Cunningham. Emily Burgwyn
opened the committee reports by
explaining that Student Activities
Fees Committee is not a
legislative Board Committee,
but it is a committee of the
college. Legislative Board is to
recommend students to work on
the committee only. This is the
first of the reports to come from
the Ad Hoc Committee on
Committee Reform and By-laws.
Susann Smith administered the
oath of loyalty to Sally Graham,
the new senior representative.
Mary
Bruce
Hazelgrove
volunteered to be legislative
Board's Oktoberfest Booth
chairman. The October 4 meeting
of legislative Board will meet in
Cox Parlor at the regular 7:00
meeting time.
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Golfer's Have
3-1 Record

RECOMMENDATIONS
FROM THE

FACULTY-STUDENT-STAFr RETREAT
August 27, 1976
1.

The College remain approximately the same sire. Strive to continue
the reputation of a good, small, general purpose, coeducational
college.

2.

Continuation of the personal approach as far as relationship
between faculty-staff and students.

3.

A new physical education facility is desperately needed for
instructional and recreational-athletic purposes.

4.

A career counseling center on campus in conjunction with the
Placement Office. Publicize job opportunity trends, especially in
non-teaching areas.

5.

Security of library books:
A.

Have duplicating machine in the Reservp Room of the library.
Hopefully, this will eliminate theft and defacing of
reserved books and periodicals.

B.

Bring the problem to the attention of the students.

C.

Station someone at the door to check all books as people
leave the library.

6.
.

Available facilities for securing rooms between suites in the
residence halls.

7.

Student participation in College fund raising before graduation.

8.

Encourage students to have patience with the new continuous seating
procedure in the dining hall in order to give it a chance to be
successful.

9.

Complete plans for the Leadership Seminar for interested students.

10.

On Monday, September 20, the
Longwood Golf team participated
in a tri-match with William and
Mary and Madison on their own
green. Ixmgwood beat Madison
UM4 and William and Mary 12IH. This made the Ixmgwood
team's season record stand now
as 3 wins and 1 loss. The point
total to date is Iengwood 39 and
Opponents 15.
The points earned by the
Ixmgwood golfers on Monday
were Nan Patterson with 4 points,
Deanna Vanwey with 6 points,
Meg Baskervill with 6 points,
Becky Webb with 44 points and
Gail Pollard with 3 points. The
low scorer for the entire game
was Becky Webb with a score of
87.
The team will play RandolphMacon Women's College on
Monday, September 27 and travel
to Staunton to participate in the
annual Mary Baldwin Invitation
Golf Tournament on Friday,
October 1

I.A.A. Football
Fun

Promote acceptance of coeducation.

First Horse Show To
Be Held Oct. 15
By I ORI MORGAN
The Ixmgwood Lancers Riding
club and team will hold their first
Horse Show for this year, on
Friday, October 15. The show will
be held at Hampden Stables and
will begin at 2:00. There will be a
state car to take all interested
students out to the stables every
45 minutes. It will be leaving the
automotive center, adjacent to
Barlow Field, starting at 1:45.
All Longwood students are
encouraged to enter the show, if
you know how to ride; if not, we
would like you still to come out to
watch and to show your support
for the College and for the
students that are entered in the
show. In order for you to
compete, you must pre-register.
There will be someone in the New
Smoker from 12:30 to 3:00 on
Sept. 27, 28, 29, 30, Oct. 1, 11, 12,
12,14 so that you can pre-register
for the show.
I. Pleasure for Beginners —
(Beginner walk, trot) — judged
on smoothness of gaits, control
and attention of mount —
manageability and disposition of
mount.
II. Pleasure for Advanced
Beginners — (Advanced walk,
trot) — same as No. 1.
III. Pleasure for Intermediates
( Beginner walk, trot, canter) —
same as No. 1
IV. Pleasure for Advanced —
(walk, trot, canter) — same as
No. 1
V. Equitation for Beginners —
judged on good seat and hands,
general management and control
of mount. Horsemanship of rider,
manner and performance of
mount to count.
V. Equitation for Advanced

Research

Education
Service

American
Cancer
Society

Beginners — same as No. 5
VII.
Equitation
for
Intermediates — same as No. 5
VIII. Equitation for Advanced
— same as No. 5
IX. Go as you please for
Beginners — judged on ability to
maintain the gait and way of
going. Conformation does not
county.
X. Go as you please for
Advanced Beginners — same as
No. 9
XI. Go as you please for
Intermediates — same as No. 9
Xii. Go as you please for
Advanced — same as No. 9
XIII. Pairs for Intermediates
and Advanced only — judged on
general management and control
of mount at a walk, trot, and
canter. Three pairs in ring at one
time.
XIV. Reserve Champion and
Champion for Beginners — To be
determined by points: Blue — 7
points; Red — 5 points; Yellow —
4 points; White — 3 points; Pink
— 2 points; Green — 1 point.
XV. Reserve Champion and
Champion
for
Advanced
Beginners — same as No. 14
XVI. Reserve Champion and
Champion for Intermediates —
same as No. 14
XVIII. Reserve Champion and
Champion for Advanced — same
as No. 14
Those who want to enter the
Horse Show, must remember to
pre-register. The Longwood
lancers look forward to seeing
you all at the Horse Show on
October 15.
The l-ancers' first Horse Show
for this season is at Averett, on
Friday, October 8, and we wish
you all luck at that show.

On Wednesday, September 22,
there was the strange sight on the
Iengwood campus of a number of
young men and ladies trotting
down a field with rags sticking
out of their pockets trying to
catch an oval pigskin ball.
Actually this event was nothing
unusual; it was just the first
game of the IAA Flag Football
Intramurals between participating dormatories and
sororities.
Two games were held on
Wednesday. The results werethat
French beat South
Cunningham and Zeta Tau Alpha
defeated Main Cunningham. On
Thursday, there was one game in
which North Cunningham lost to
Cox.
So far two forfeits have
occurred when the teams have
failed to show up for the games.
On Wednesday, neither Alpha
Gamma Delta nor Tabb I
appeared and on Thursday, Tabb
III and Frazer were absent.
More games have been
scheduled throughout the week. A
schedule is posted in the New
Smoker telling what teams are
playing and when the games will
be held.

First Volleyball
Match Won
The J.V. Volleyball team had
its first match Thursday,
September 23 in Her Gym
against Franklin County High
School. There were three games
played. Franklin County was the
victor in the first, hard fought
game with the score of 15 to 9.
The second and third games were
won decisively by the lengwood
team. Respectively, the scores
were 15 to 1 and 15 to 5.
The next volleyball game
scheduled is at home against
P^astern Mennonite at 6:30 p.m.
Show your support and
enthusiasm by coming to the
game.

ROCHETTE'S FLORIST
FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
FIIMM

392-4154
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Post-Debate Debate

Press Conference
(Continued from Page 1)
the sororities here concerning
their
national
chapter
regulation* on this subject. He
also said that all sorority
representatives would have to be
present at the upcoming
meetings before anything about
drinking policies in chapter
rooms could be decided.
President Willett summed up
the press conference in these
words, "We're talking about the
process of change. We've

changed to co-education, we've
changed dining hall procedures,
we've changed the I.D. system,
we've changed registration." He
concluded by saying that
sometimes we've been chided for
being too slow to make any
changes and then again for
making too many changes too
fast. Whatever is the case, we'll
have to examine our situation
and come to acceptable terms
with ourselves.

Debate
(Continued from Page 1)
vetoes reflect this. He sharply
criticized the Congress for voting
itself additional funds, for its
large number of employees, and
questioned its morality.
In addition to economics, the
candidates covered the topic of
amnesty Carter favors a pardon
for Viet Nam draft evaders, while
delicately defining the difference
between a pardon and amnesty.
I le remarked that amnesty infers
that the action in question was
right, whereas a pardon does not
make this kind of judgment, but
just grants forgiveness.
Kurd continued to support his
program of conditional amnesty,
where the evaders are given
amnesty in return for voluntary

work in the nation's behalf. He
also defended his pardon of
Nixon for his alleged involvement
in Watergate, declaring that
"Mr. Nixon has been penalized
enough by his resignation and his
disgrace."
Both Carter and Ford support
mandatory energy conservation
measures and further research
into development of other types
of energy: coal, solar, and the
like. Ford was quick to point out
that he is the first president to put
out a comprehensive report on
energy; Carter criticized the
structure of the
energy
commission.
The next debate is scheduled
for October 6 in San Francisco.

Presidential Debates —
Nixon-Kennedy Parallel
By LISA TUBNEB
To most critics, the most
important thing a Presidential
debate contributes is an insight
into the personality and images
of the candidates. Some
historians attribute Kichard M.
Nixon's loss in the 1960 election to
the image he projected in his first
debate with the then Senator
John F. Kennedy. They claim
that even though Nixon was the
more talented of the two at the
art of debate, he lost it because of
his poor appearance on
television. He appeared nervous,
unshaven and fatigued next to the
more youthful and relaxed
Kennedy
In addition, Kennedy seemed to
grasp bettor the importance of
the media in influencing the
voters; thus, he spoke more to the
audience than to his opponent.
I In- Ford campaign committee
saw these debates as an
important means of squelching
doubts as '.o Ford's leadership
capabilities i In a pre-debate
survey, a substantial number of
those polled indicated that they
ware worried about Ford's
purported lack of leadership
qualities It may be relieving to
Ins committee to know that he
has recently picked up several

points, but not necessarily
because of his image in the
debates.)
At the same time, Carter forces
were concerned about their
candidate's tendency to cloud the
issues, and appear too vague.
Some voters have been heard to
remark that Carter is a little too
cool and impersonal in answering
questions on policy, and that he
has a tendency to appear
somehwat 'holier than thou",
although his recent revelations to
Playboy magazine may have
changed that.
All in all, it was very hard to
decide whether either side had
come up with an outright victory
in the first debate. Both
candidates showed a very good
command of statistics, and
rhetoric.
Ford
definitely
displayed his talent for
remembering facts and figures,
if he dwelt a little too long on
them, it was probably to exhibit
this quality to the fullest.
One thing that is certain is that
neither candidate intends to
become a 'victim of themedia."
While this is admirable, a viewer
can only hope that the next
debate deals a little more with
fact, a little less with image.

People writing letters to the editor
should not use the Rotunda as vehicle
for escape. Problems can best be
solved in face-to-face encounters.
Remember also that letters must be
signed by all people involved in
writing the letter.
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Art Department Is Featuring The
Weinstein Collection In Bedford
By CONWAY THOMPSON
The Art Department of
Ixmgwood College is featuring
the collection of Mr. and Mrs.
Sidney Weinstein of Boanoke in
the Bedford Gallery from
September 20 to October 17.
The exhibition reveals the joys
of collecting and the obvious
pleasure the Weinsteins take in
their growing family of art. For
this is a family, a personal group
chosen with love.
If
any
main
trend
predominates, it is surrealism or
fantasy, often laced with humor.
It is also predominantly a
collection of Virginia artists, who
hold up well against such
"names" as New Yorker Peter
Agostini.
The tour de force of the
collection and an oil painting of
the new surrealism school is
Nancy Witt's "Self-Portrait."
Startingly realistic and uncompromising in technique, it
shows the artist from behind,
contemplating a canvas also seen
from behind. It is a painting
which explores something of that
land frequented by the French
artist Magritte, but shows this
artist in her maturity—revealing
more and more of that intense,
lonely, and personal battle which
any artist dealing with the
subjective world must fight to
clarify.
The Weinsteins show a love of
nature rendered in painting and
prints, but nature more
suggested than totally exploited
as in the blue road mysteriously
disappearing into hills by Harriet
Stokes, the tiny untitled
landscape by Lyn Yeatts, or the
double circle motif of trees and
grass by Barbara Bishop. A
response to the innocent and
naive shows in their choice of

Charles Hewitt's "John and Mary
Lived Here" or Maryann
Harmon's "Mountains." Victor
Huggins' layered hills beneath a
great space of blue lend serenity,
while Peyton Klein's "April 15"
bursts with color and the
germinal feel that Gorky often
achieved. Betty Tisinger's work
in oil stick shares this happy riot
of complementary color.
It is a happy collection, filled
with humor, especially in the
sculptured pieces. One cannot
grieve as Kenneth Beer's Daphne
metamorphoses into a tree. Peter
Wreden's braised steel figure
may be a Don Quixote off to tilt at
windmills, but what splendid
plumes and saber. Jerry Krebs'
exotic bird is utterly astonished
at the strange egg it's laid and
wedged among its three feet, but
what fun for children (all ages)!
And Agostini's plaster piece, cast
from life, shows two male hands
holding on eternally to plump and
rounded forms. (He used to blow
up balloons, dip them in plaster,
then puncture the balloon with a
pin, leaving the plaster form.)
Kent Ipsen is represented by
one glass piece, not as large or
formally controlled as some of
his blown vessels, but notable for
exquisite control of color in a
difficult medium—irridescent
blues, greens, and purples. Carol
Summers, a nationally known
printmaker, is seen in the
Weinstein Collection through a
tiny copper and brass sculpture,
a cheery sun over rainbow, which
could be worn as jewelry.
Clifford Earl is riding high with
two marvelous men in their
flying machines, one called "The
Spirit of Elmont." They may be
bound for Richmond to bombard
the capitol with marshmallows

before the cock crows.
In this three-dimensional group
Emily Galumbeck's Indian pot
and Bobert Crane's raku pot
march to a different drum
entirely, each in its way realizing
something
archaic,
earth
wrenched, and tragic.
One of the strangest fantasy
works, a pastel by Jim Yeatts
called "Spinx, Blue Bearded"
suggests a dream of voluptuous
nudes revolving about a
Bluebeard, content to view the
colorful richness of it all. Jack
Coughlin's Dream Circus" may
evolve from a similar male
fantasy.
Pop Art might be said to be
recalled by Clayton Pond's
serigraph
"Flower Man"
bouncing with complementary
reds and greens. The subtle
"Pollination" of Jone Pienkowski
cools its message through her
sensitive use of white space.
One could continue—the fine
lithograph from Terry Hirst's
Duchamp series, "Duchamp
Plays Chess with Rembrant in
the Bathtub," is a choice print, in
tonal quality, spatial treatment
of chess-board, tub and figures,
and tongue-in-cheek humor. In
this one Rembrandt knows he's
bound to lose.
It is a fine show of do your own
thing collecting. Only a few
works cling to an art movement
per se. The Weinsteins have
revealed themselves to be as
independent, strong willed, witty,
and charming as the artists
whose works they have selected.
Gallery hours are 9 a.m. to 12
noon and 1 to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday, and 2 to 6 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday. The
public is cordially invited to come
and enjoy.

